P7395 THE PRINCE OF TIDES (USA, 1991)
(Other titles: Herr der Gezeiten; Kstaze przyplywow; Prince des marees;
Principe delle maree)

Credits: director, Barbra Streisand; writers, Becky Johnston, Pat Conroy; novel, Pat Conroy.
Cast: Nick Nolte, Barbra Streisand, Blythe Danner, Kate Nelligan.
Summary: Melodrama set in contemporary New York City and 1970s South Carolina. Lila Wingo (Nelligan), a successful feminist poet who has suffered from hallucinations and suicidal tendencies since childhood, has never been able to reconcile her life in New York with her South Carolina tidewater heritage. Her suicide attempt brings her brother (Nolte) to New York, where he spends the next few months at the request of Savannah’s psychiatrist (Streisand) helping to reconstruct and analyze her early life and his own.
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